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The University of Parma offers a Dental Hygiene Program in English. 
The course is organized in 3 academic years,180 ECTS (equivalent to 
180 CFU in accordance with Italian regulations). The students will be 
exposed to the theoretical and scientific foundations of the profession 
and become skillful in clinical practice attending the state of art Center 
of Dental Medicine.
The DH Programme encompasses three major learning areas plus 
Clinical Training: Preparatory Sciences, Interdisciplinary Medical 
Sciences, Applied Technical Sciences. 

Its aim is to promote excellence in oral health clinical practice and 
research, with major emphasis on digital dentistry, advanced 
periodontology and implant dentistry, dental sleep medicine and oral 
medicine, within the context of an international environment that 
prepares the next Dental Hygienist professional as the provider of 
individual preventive oral health care, with the associated social 
responsibility to improve health and well-being of communities.

for more informations contact:
dentalhygiene@unipr.it
visit the website :
https://corsi.unipr.it/en/scheda/cdl-dh
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PARMA  - A FRIENDLY CITY  FOR MODERN LIVING                                                                                           
Busy but not chaotic, tidy but not boring, Parma is a perfect 
combination of beauty and efficiency: a pleasant medium-sized 
city of about 197,000 inhabitants where riding a bicycle is the ideal 
way to get around .                                                                                                                             
SO MUCH TO SEE, TO DO, TO DISCOVER
Parma offers a wide range of cultural and entertainment opportunities 
all year round : about twenty theatres and cinemas, exhibitions, 
museums and art galleries where you can admire the local 
masterpieces. Music has a leading role in the city, with the Verdi 
Opera Festival or the International Jazz Music Festival, rock concerts 
and performances in the modern Paganini Auditorium designed by the 
well known architect Renzo Piano.                                                                                           
“PARMA UNIVERSITY CITY “is a joint project between the University 
and the municipality of Parma with the aim of making Parma a more 
and more suitable city for university students

FROM PARMA TO LEADING POSITIONS
Parma has been a “celebrated seat of learning” since the 11th 
century, attracting students from countries beyond the Alps. In the 
16th century the House of Farnese founded in Parma one of the most 
prestigious University colleges ever seen in Italy.                                                                                                          
UP-TO-DATE STRUCTURES AND SERVICES
The University of Parma has been able to maintain its vitality for a 
thousand years thanks to its key capacity of constantly keeping up 
with the times. Nowadays, the results of such success are evident in 
every department, through its links with the world of work, its 
technological facilities and its excellent research activities. 
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TRAIN
     the station is located on the Milan-Bologna           
     line, approximately one hour by train from both  
     cities. The trains connect Parma with all the 
     cities of North-South Italy and through the 
     railway junction of Bologna and Milan with all 
     European cities

www.unipr.it


